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A low aspect ratio tokamak transmutation system
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1.Introduction
The principal obstacle to the development of magnetic fusion energy as a commercial electric power
is the cost of the first device. The potentical impact of virious "advenced tokamak" operating modes
on power plant prospects has been compared in Ref.[l]. Several different classes of tokamak reactor
are consided, and design are optimized in term of cost of electricty (COE) via a coupled
physics/engineering/costing code, is 130—70 mill/kwh, higher than coal and APWR: 50-60
mill/kwh beyond the year 2000.
The spherical tokamak (ST) approach appears to provide the indicated way of initating a fusion
development path. The physics key to the attractiveness of the ST approach is in the order unity beta
values promised by the combination of high elongation and low aspect ratio. The high beta values
pt~60% mean high power density in small device and low cost and simultaneously ~90% bootstrap
current fraction.. The high beta capability means the fusion power density can be so high that
neutron wall loading at the blanket, Rather than plasma physics, becomes the critical restrction in
Ref.[2] for power plant neutron wall loading has been assumed 8Mw/m".
After many year work on fusion-fission hybrid reactor in China option is that fusion energy as
commercial energy source is still decades away. The near term usage of fusion power for
transmutation of nuclear HLW( High Level Waste) or RCNPS (Radioactivity Clean Nuclear
Power System) in which the core plsma parameters and fusion technology requirements as far less
stringent, would be advantageous to the eventual development of fusion power as well. Simiary
option can found out by Ref.(3]
2.A low aspect ratio tokamak as fusion neutron driver

Major radius R[m] 1.4 1.4
Minor radius a[m] 1 1
Plasma current Ip[MA] 9.2 7.0
Toroidal field B,[T] 2.5 2.5
Plasma edge q 5.5 7.5

Average density <ne>[1020m'3] 1.6 1.1
Average temperature <T>[kev] 10 9.5
Plasma volume [m3] 50 50
Bootstrap current fraction 0.72 0.81

Fusion power Pfu[MW] 100 50
Drive power PJMW] 28 19
Neutron wall loading Pw[MWm'2] 1.02 0.5
Poloidal pp [%] 0.95 1.09

3.The multifuntiona! blanket as a novel RCNPS concept
The multifuntional blankets show their functions of energy amplifying, HLW transmutation,

triutium self-sustaining and fissile material breeding. One of the key issues of Hybrid Reactor is
the radioactivity of the system. The possible medium products from the transmutation process
may bring about even more serious radioactivity. Although these vice-products do last much
shorter time than the nuclides transmuted, the radioactivity and biological hazard(BHP) of some
of them, such as 238Pu. are much more serious than the original nuclides.

The Th-U cycle for multi-functional blanket is picked out for the analysis. Considering the
difficulties of partitioning, the HLW was remained in the blanket and no further HLW added
once the certain amount of HLW are loaded into the blanket initially. In order to remain the
neutron flux at a certain level, the neutron multiplier^3!.!) should be added into the blanket after
a certain operation time which can be easily fulfilled by adding 233U pebbles and taking out the
burned 233U fuel pebbles. The operation time of the blanket is 30 years. Different from the
scenario mentioned in the work, the fusion neutron wall loading is assumed 1 Mw/m". In our
calculation, the time step for bumup and transport calculation is selected as 1 year. At the end
of each operation year, the neutron multiplier is supplemented and the U-Th pebbles are
unloaded and replaced by new 232Th pebbles when the enrichment of 233U is greater than 3%
4. liquid metal centerpost
The TF coil centerpost will have to be periodically replaced at an interval determined by the
most restrictive of three considerations:
1 .The activation level that is environmentally acceptable for waste disposal
2.Neutron structural damage
3.Increase in resistivity from neutron-induced transmutation
The flowing liquid metal Li, inside the replaceable tube(Al, SS), as TF coil centerpost has been
considered, which to reduce the damage to 0.13dpa/MW.a/m2 and no Increase in resistivity.
5.Summary
l.Low aspect ratio tokamak as fusion neutron driver is very attractive in plasma physics and
fusion technology, which can be reached in the near future.
2.One Radioactivity Clean Nuclear Power System (RCNPS) is also reliable. If necessary we
can realize no partitioning in the burning process of HLW.
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